I. Introduction.
In this paper the problem of determining all i?-modules M over a principal ideal domain R which have proper isomorphic submodules is considered. Such modules are called /-modules.
In the generalization to modules from ordinary abelian groups, it is only in questions involving cardinality that there is any change, for the cardinality of the group is replaced by the cardinality of a set of generators.
Abelian groups with isomorphic proper subgroups have been considered by Baer [l] and Beaumont [2] . For completeness, we restate in the present context some elementary lemmas which appear in [2] , and we use Baer's theorem [l, Theorem 3] to prove other fundamental results, as well as in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4, both of which are generalizations of a result of Kaplansky [4] . We adopt throughout the terminology and notation of Kaplansky's monograph [5] . Standard techniques from the theory of abelian groups are used to show that divisible and reduced modules may be considered separately, and to dispose of the divisible case. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a module M to be an /-module when M is divisible (Theorem 2), and when M is a module of finite rank (Theorem 4). A torsion module of finite rank is not an /-module (Theorem 1), and a torsion-free module which is not divisible is an /-module (Theorem 3). For reduced ^-primary modules (which is the only case left to be considered when M is a torsion module), we use a method of Fuchs [3] to show that if the cardinality of a minimal set of generators of M is greater than II-RH"', where ||i?|| is the cardinality of R, then M is an /-module (Theorem 5). The same result holds, if the cardinality of a minimal generating set is Ko (Theorem 8). This final result is based on the concept of a partly transitive module which is introduced in III, and on the result (Theorem 7), that countably generated p-primary modules are partly transitive.
For ^-primary reduced abelian groups G our results show that G has isomorphic proper subgroups if the cardinality of G is K0 or is greater than 2X».
We have the following basic definitions: Definition Lemma 2. If AI is the direct sum of infinitely many copies of the same Rmodule, then M is an l-module.
II. /-modules.
In this section, we prove some additional basic lemmas, and proceed with the classification of /-modules. is not an /-module, since being finite dimensional, it does not contain an isomorphic proper subspace. With M= M(to), the ascending chain of submodules M(j) satisfy the conditions of Baer's Theorem.
We obtain an improvement of Kaplansky's Theorem in [4] . A module M is of finite rank r>0 if every finite subset of M not consisting of 0 alone is contained in a submodule generated by r elements, and r is the least positive integer with this property. If no such r exists, then M is said to have infinite rank (see [4] Proof. If M has finite rank, then each of its primary components has finite rank, so that by Lemma 4 we may suppose that M is primary. With M primary of finite rank r, by a result proved first by Prufer [7 ] , M is the direct sum of r modules each cyclic or of type p°°. Since the set of elements in a module of type px with orders dividing p> is a cyclic submodule of order p1, the submodule M(j) = {xEM\p'x = 0} is finitely generated. Thus, for each j, M(j + 1)/M(j) is finitely generated, and is not an /-module by Lemma 5. With M=M(to), the ascending chain of submodules M(j) satisfy the conditions of Baer's Theorem, to complete the proof of the theorem.
We now consider an arbitrary i?-module M and apply Lemma 3 to the decomposition M=Mi®Mi, where Mi is the maximal divisible submodule of M and Mi is reduced. Since Mi is fully invariant, the hypothesis of Lemma 3 is satisfied. Thus we may consider divisible and reduced modules separately.
If M is divisible, M=T®F, where T, the torsion submodule of M, is a direct sum of modules of type p°° for various primes pER, and F, which is torsion-free, is a direct sum of copies of K, the quotient field of R. Since T is fully invariant, this decomposition satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3, and we may consider torsion-free and torsion divisible modules separately. The following lemmas are closely related to certain results of [2] . Lemma 6. A torsion-free divisible R-module M is an I-module if and only if M is a direct sum of infinitely many copies of K, the quotient field of R.
Proof. M may be regarded as a vector space over K, and a module isomorphism of M into itself is a nonsingular linear transformation of M. Proof. Now M=zZi@ TPi ® F, where F is torsion-free, and M/ zZw © Tp< -^TPi®F. If M/zZi*i ®TPi has infinite rank then either TPj or F has infinite rank [7, p. 39] . If F has infinite rank, then F is the direct sum of infinitely many copies of if, and M is an /-module by Lemma 1 and Lemma 6. If Tpj has infinite rank, then Tpj is the direct sum of infinitely many modules of type pK, and again M is an /-module by Lemma 1 and Lemma 7.
Conversely, if M/ zZ^i © TPi has finite rank for every primary component TVj of /, then TPj®F has finite rank for every j. Thus F has finite rank and Tpj has finite rank for every j. But then F is the direct sum of a finite number of copies of if, and is not an /-module by Lemma 6. Similarly each TPj is the direct sum of a finite number of modules of type px, and is not an /-module by Lemma 7. It follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that M is not an /-module.
Our problem is now limited to the consideration of reduced modules M. The torsion-free case is disposed of easily. Hence 9 is an isomorphism. Since p(M/T)EM/T, and since M'/T' is isomorphic to M/T, there exists an element zEM' which is not divisible by p modulo V. Hence zEpM', so that 9 is not onto M'. This completes the proof.
We now let M be a reduced torsion module. We may assume that R is not a field, since M = 0 is the only torsion module over a field. By Lemma 4, we may assume that M is primary.
Let N be a cardinal number. Then we will say that M is ^-generated if M has a generating set with K elements and K is the least cardinal with this property.
If M is ^-generated, we will write | M\ =K. We denote the cardinal number of a set S by ||S||. Corollary. Let Gt^O be a reduced abelian group with torsion subgroup T. Then if either || /|| = 1 or || T\\ > 2H°, G has an isomorphic proper subgroup.
Proof. If || T\\ = 1, G is torsion-free, and the result follows from Theorem 3. If [|r|| >2No, then for some primary component Tp of T, \\TP\\ >2no. By the proof of Theorem 5, a component Bj of a basic subgroup of Tp is an /-group. Since Bj is pure in B, B is pure in Tp, Tp is pure in /, and T is pure in G, we have that Bj is a pure subgroup of G of bounded order, and is a direct summand of G. Thus G is an /-group. [May It will follow from the results of the next section that if M is a primary reduced module such that | M\ =b$o, then M is an /-module.
III. Partly transitive modules. Throughout this section, M is a p-primary module over a principal ideal domain R. For the sake of completeness, we do not assume that M is reduced, although for the application to /-modules it would be sufficient to consider the reduced case. We use the following standard notation of [5] .
(1) D is the maximal divisible submodule of M.
(2) P= [xGM\px = 0}. It should be remarked that for a p-primary module M, M has finite rank r if and only if MC\P has finite dimension r over R/(p). Suppose first that M has finite rank r. Then by the result of Prufer [7] , M is the direct sum of r modules each cyclic or of type p°°. Hence M(~\P is the direct sum of r cyclic modules of order p, which is equivalent to the statement that MC\P has dimension r over R/(p). Conversely, if MC\P has finite dimension r over R/(p), then the rank of M cannot be less than r by what we have shown above. Also, every finitely generated submodule N of M has rank equal to the dimension of NC\P. Since N(~\PC:Mr\P, the dimension of NC\P is not greater than r. Hence the rank of M is not greater than r. Proof, (a) We may suppose p, <X. If there were a limit ordinal a such that p.<a^X, then there would be infinitely many distinct ordinals 7 such that /x<7 <a and/(7) 9*0. For let Q be the set of ordinals 7 such that p.<y <a and f(y) 9*0. If Q is empty, let 8= p., and if Q is not empty and finite, let 8 be the is just the rank of M\ = D, and /(X) is finite. Assume that M\~k+i has finite rank. This means Px-jt+i is finite dimensional over R/(p). But since the dimension of P\-k/P\-k+i isf(\ -k), which is finite, Px-* has finite dimension. Since, as we have remarked above, the dimension of Px-& is the rank of Mx-*, the induction is complete.
(c) If H=0, there is nothing to prove, so that we can assume u-\. Then by (a) \=p,+n for some non-negative integer n. Since Ma is fully invariant for all a, 9(Mx-k)^M\-k tor k =0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n. Since 9 is an isomorphism, it follows from (b) and Theorem 1 that 9(M\-k) = M\-k-This implies that h(9x) =h(x) for all xEH, and in particular that 0(H) =fl(Mx_") =Mx-n = H, so that 9 restricted to // is an automorphism. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Let x E Af and 9 be an isomorphism of M into itself. Let U(x) Then a* gift f°r all i. It follows from Theorem 6 that if ft^Mi then a;=ft.
This fact is the basis of the following definitions. oi M into itself such that 9(x) =y. Theorem 7. A countably generated p-primary R-module M is partly transitive.
Proof. Step 1. There is an isomorphism 0 of [H, x} onto {H, y) which does not decrease height, where x, yEM satisfy U(x) < U(y).
We note first that since H has finite rank by Theorem 6(b), H is countably generated, and hence is transitive Let S' = \S, zn+x}. We will extend 0 to S', preserving the properties (iii) and (iv). We may assume that pzn+iGS, for we can replace the given sequence of generators by pnizi, p"l_Izi, • • • , pzx, Zi, Pn2z2, pn2~lz2, ■ • ■ , pz2, z2, • • • where pni+1Zj = 0 for all i.
We prove first that there exists zGzn+i + S which has maximal height in this coset, that is, h(z)^h(z+s) for all sGS. By (ii), S = S®E, where 5 is finitely generated and EQD. This follows from the result in [7] referred to in the proof of Theorem 1. If (zn+i + S)P\D is not empty, then there exists z = Zn+x+s, 5G5 such that h(z) =X. Then if z'Gz"+i+5 such that h(z')>h(z),
we have h(z') = oo. Thus z'=0 and z"+xGS, which is a contradiction. Hence z has maximal height in zn+i + S. Suppose, on the other hand, that (zn+i + S)(^D is empty. Then, since S is finitely generated, there exists z = z"+i+s, sGS such that h(z) is maximal in zn+i + S. Let z+Si+h, siGS, hGD, be an element of z"+i+5. Now z+SxGD, since z + si = z"+i + (.,;+5i)Gsn+i + 'S and (Zn+i + S)r\D is empty. Hence h(z+si) <X = h(h), so that ^(z)^^(z + 5i) = h(z+Si+ti).
Thus h(z) is maximal in zn+l+S. Let T = 9(S), w=9(pz), where z is an element of maximal height in z"+i + S. We prove next that there exists z'GM such that (a) pz' =w, (b) h(z') ^h(z), and (c) z'GT. As pz'=w, z' has properties (a), (b), and (c).
For sE-5, rER, define 9(s+rz)=9(s)+rz'. We show that this definition extends 9 to S', preserving the properties (iii) and (iv). If s+rz = Si + riZ, then (r -ri)z = si -sES. Since z = z"+1 mod S, (r -ri)zn+iES.
Butzn+iES,pzn+iES, and the fact that R is a principal ideal domain, imply p divides r -rx. Then Si -s=pmz, and 9(si)-9(s)=m9(pz)=mw = mpz'=rz' -riz'. Hence 9 is well defined. Clearly, 9 is a homomorphism.
Suppose that 9(s)+rz' =0. Then r=pm. For otherwise, there exists riER such that nr = l mod (order z'), and 0=riO(s)+rxrz' =9(rxs)+z'. Hence z'ET, which contradicts (c). Hence 9 is an isomorphism of S' into M such that 9(x) =y.
It remains to prove (iv) is satisfied for S', that is, h(9(s+rz)) =h(9(s)+rz') -h(s+rz). If r = pm, then 9(s)+rz'=9(s)+pmz' =9(s)+mw=9(s)+m9(pz) = 9(s+mpz)=d(s+rz), so that h(9(s)+rz') =h(s+rz), since (iv) is satisfied for 5. If p does not divide r, there exists riER such that rir=l mod (order z). Then /?(5+rz) =/j(n(5 + rz)) =h(rxs+z) ^min \h(ris), h(z)}. On the other hand, since z has maximal height in z+S, h(ris+z) ^h(z). Thus, in case h(z) = h(ris) or in case h(z) ?±h(ris), we have h(s + rz) =min \h(ris), h(z)}. But now, h(z) =h(z') by (b) and h(ris) =h(9(rxs)) by (iv) which is satisfied for S. Hence h(s+rz) =min{h(9(ris),h(z')}^ h(9(ris) +z') = h(9(ns + z)) = h(nO(s + rz)) = h(6(s+rz)).
The proof of the theorem is completed, by inductively extending 9 to an isomorphism of M into itself.
Corollary. // M/D is countably generated, then the p-primary R-module M is partly transitive.
Proof. M = Mi® zZr^T ©Pr, where each DT is a module of type p™. If T is countable, then M is countably generated and the result follows from the theorem. Otherwise, for x, yEAf, there is a finite subset RET such that
x, yEMi®zZ*£K ©Pr. Let 5 be a countably infinite set with RESET.
Define Di= zZms ®Dr. Then A/iffiPi is a direct summand of M which is countably generated, contains x and y, and its top submodule is zero. Now if U(x) < U(y) in M, we have U(x) < U(y) in Mi®Du so that by the theorem, there exists an isomorphism 9 of AfiffiPi into itself such that 0(x)=y, and, clearly, this isomorphism can be extended to M.
